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About This Game

Yes, this is your grandfather's Creeper World.  Now on Steam and with updated unit graphics!

Imagine an enemy that is everywhere and moves like a giant, organic mass across the map.
Imagine your base and your people surrounded by a blanket of crushing destruction from all directions. Your only hope, well

what hope?
Then you take the high ground and pound this enemy into oblivion. You've saved the day just so you can do it again and again.

Do you have what it takes to save your great city and all of history?

The Anniversary Edition includes new and shinier unit graphics, increased resolution background images, and the same
awesomely high ration of strategic depth to game complexity.
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Title: Creeper World: Anniversary Edition
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Knuckle Cracker
Publisher:
Knuckle Cracker
Release Date: 16 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: Dual Core 2Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Any

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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Better play Creeper World Arc Eternal III which looks MUCH better, can be played faster (better performance) and has a better
story.

But I wanted to support the developers and bought this in a steam sale.
I played Arc Eternal A LOT with 100% steam awards and I wanted to try this here too.

If you can get this version on a sale, do it - its still fun.. Loved the third game, and was super excited to find the first one getting
rereleased on Steam as well. It definitely holds up!!!!. When I first played this game on Kongregate I hated it so much. What's
the point of shooting water with blasters I thought. Then I found myself few hours later still in the game. And that's how it all
started.

As a reaction on some reviews. You should definitely play this first. Because of story. Because later games have some features
you'd miss greatly here (e.g.nullifiers). And maybe because this one is the first.

Creeper World is simple yet very complex game. You will love it or hate. Nothing in between.. This is the best Creeper World
game ever made. It is worth it at any price, but especially worth it now if you buy it during the Steam Winter Sale as you can get
it the Anniversary Edition discount price or as part of the KnuckleCracker bundle. It has nothing in common with CW2, but if
you've played CW3 you will recognize all the units instantly. You can get through the campaign in a long weekend; it has 20
maps. However, where this game shines is the replayability function-- every single day-- every single day has a new map. And
you can go back and play old maps regardless of when you buy it, so if you want to play the map for July 4th, 1976, that's in
here somewhere. And you post your best time online to compare/compete with the best times of others.

Gameplay:
For those who has never played Creeper World, it's basically a Tower Offense game. In every map you have a base called Odin
City, and you have to build outward from there. Instead of random monsters, the bad guy is watery, ocean-like 'Creeper' that
keeps rising; you have mortars and drones to beat it back. However, they cost energy and so you will also spend a great deal of
time building energy farms and reactors, all of which always have to connect back to Odin City.

The game is fun, exciting, and highly addictive. Plus it's got a new visual upgrade for Steam so it looks far nicer than the
original version. Well worth getting!. Nice and innovative strategy game. Really a must have if you like strategy and it is really
cheap. There also is a demo on kongregate.. This is a tower defense game with a different twist, the enemy is just a (generally)
physics-correct liquid.

Now, to be fair, I played Creeper World 3 first so there were some things that I was expecting that weren't in this game. That
said, this game was quite good. I played through the campaign and it frustrated me that I didn't have access to reactors until so
late in the campaign, though it does tend to make the game a bit more trivial once you get them.

I think it's definitely worth a play, especially if you haven't played later iterations of the series yet. It's a great series, the
campaign is fun, and I definitely recommend for people who are either fans of TD and looking for something a bit new or
people who are interested in trying their first TD game.
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Fun gameplay mechanic with an interesting story. Campaign length is good with satisfying difficulty curve near the end.. The
most fun I've had for $5 in a very long time. You know those "Oddly Satisfying" vids you find on Youtube? This. It is this given
form in gameplay. Who knew that blasting infinite fountains of deadly ooze could be so good. There's even a mysterious little
space opera story in there as well as a charming soundtrack.. I beat Tucana on my first try ahahaha am I pro yet. Fairly fun
game, especially if you played Creeper World 3 and 2 and wanted to see where it started. But if you're interested in these games
I actually recommend playing the third one first, as it's the best, and if you liked it, then checking out the first two. Compared to
the latter two, the first one's quite primitive in story and gameplay. The characters have no names, for instance (except for one,
near the end). No portrait art either.

I mainly played the game to get some background story info on the masterpiece of the third game, but was somewhat
disappointed to find it didn't even have that much background info; the story was very bare-bones. Obviously this game was
made much earlier, when the developer was still learning to program games, so some roughness is to be expected. If you don't
expect a lot, it's worth the price (even if you can play it for free elsewhere, with some minor differences).

The one interesting thing about this game that the others don't have is its upgrade system. Unlike the others, you can't just
upgrade whatever you want based on tech points or whatever, instead, you have only 6 possible upgrades, and you need to
collect, on each level/map, upgrade tokens to use. Often maps don't have 6 tokens, so you need to prioritize which to spend
them on. This can lead to some interesting gameplay, although in practise it's so simplistic that you almost always will just spend
them on increased tower range and firing rate (those advantages are just too good to pass), and then spend the other tokens (if
any) on the less attractive four options. But overall this system of upgrading is interesting and I hope it returns in Creeper World
4 or perhaps in other games by other developers.. Long ago, nearly a decade in fact, I played this game and its siblings on 
Kongregate.com. When I discovered they existed on Steam I knew I had to actually buy them. I played for hours back in the day
and these days its no different. I love these games. They're perfect for the OCD commander who just has to put every map on
lockdown before finishing the job. Want to turn the whole map green? Go for it! Just want to rush to the totems and bail out for
a high score? That's cool too. Me? I'm never in a hurry to get done. I savor each and every map, locking down the Creeper in the
emitters and turning the map completely green. I realize it's not a game for everyone, and that perhaps it can get a bit repetitious
when you're getting near the end, but give it a shot. You might love it too. The addition of an actual story really helped, as the
original was... well, a prototype. A project thrown together by someone who had no idea whether anyone would even play his
game or if it'd just fade into obscurity. Clearly it was a hit. Clearly he made it even better than the first time around.

Try it. It's good.. Limited strategies available and small number of units. The (short) campaign mode is fine, but this is a skip if
you're looking for more.. A great game. I once owned it from another store and bought it again on Steam because it is so good.
Tense in parts, yet also strangely relaxing as your networks grow over time. One of the most original RTS games I have played.
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